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Abstract. This thesis research was conducted on the topic of Python
and framework version update strategies and the update behavior from
Python developers. This was done through both version history docu-
mentation analysis and survey research. Highlighting the update strate-
gies of Python and three specific frameworks; Django, Flask and Pyramid
showed various degrees of consistency in version updates. Python and
Django were found to be consistently following a version update release
strategy while Flask and Pyramid were found to be far more inconsis-
tent. This lack of consistency in update releases was also found in the
speed of Python compatibility update releases. While Django showed to
be consistently faster with its Python compatibility updates, Flask and
Pyramid were found to be either inconsistent or not transparent with its
Python compatibility update releases. Through the survey, several find-
ings were documented. Firstly, respondents showed that they were more
likely to keep up with changes made in Python version updates than
they were with framework version updates. Secondly, They were found
to mainly update their Python and frameworks versions at least once a
year, as opposed to once every two or three years (or more). Thirdly, the
framework specific responses were highlighted where Django and Flask
were found to be the most used frameworks, where users showed similar
update behavior to the general Python and framework update behavior
findings. Lastly, comparisons were made to the results of existing sur-
vey research on aforementioned topics and the general state of Python
as a programming language. The latter mentioned comparisons showed
similar results to for instance the survey results of the state of JavaScript.

Keywords: Programming · Python · Framework · Versions · Updates ·
Survey.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Python programming language has been among the top programming lan-
guages used in the world for a number of years now, as is for instance highlighted
through search index methods such as PYPL and TIOBE [1,2]. To get a better
understanding of the language itself and how shortcomings and challenges are
dealt with by those who work with the language frequently, many factors can
be highlighted. One can think of factors such as the availability of libraries and
frameworks, the contexts in which the language can be applied, as well as the
general amount of people in the world that use the language and share ideas.
One other important factor is longevity or in other words, how future proof it
is to code with Python. Developers can choose to use a programming language
and available frameworks, packages and libraries to develop their ideas, but if the
code becomes dated after a certain number of years, their work can ultimately
become a burden to use, or will be completely unusable. Through analysis of
the history and current plans for rolling out different versions of Python and
its available frameworks as well as through conducting a survey related to this
topic, a research can be conducted. This will result in a detailed insight into
the longevity of the language and the update behaviors and other stances that
developers might have regarding the process of transitioning to newer versions.

1.2 Problem definition

Because longevity can be highlighted as an important part of programming,
keeping up with newer versions of Python is vital. Developing something with one
version of Python and/or a relevant framework, might mean that it eventually
needs to be upgraded to a more recent version. This therefore requires certain
upgrade strategies in order to facilitate the transition to a newer version. This
poses challenges not just regarding the Python language itself but also in relation
to the potential use of libraries, packages and frameworks. These challenges
can for instance occur when security threats and vulnerabilities are discovered
[3]. When these vulnerabilities are discovered, an update for a resource like a
Python package and a notice then get released, and it is up to developers to
keep track of this and subsequently update their code in order to adhere to
the more secure use of the package [4]. If this does not happen, these security
vulnerabilities will remain and can for instance lead to system breaches and ill-
intentioned exploitations from attackers. Upgrade strategies can also for instance
pose challenges when there are more general changes made to Python itself, such
as changes in syntax. Blog Posts by developers such as [5], highlight examples of
this. Overall, it is therefore beneficial to have knowledge and understanding of
the current state of this subject domain. Predominantly regarding Python and
framework version update release strategies and how developers might adapt to
these strategies in their work.
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1.3 Research questions

RQ1: What does the history and rollout of different versions of Python
and its available frameworks look like over-time?
SRQ1.1: How fast have frameworks been updated to be compatible with a newly
released version of Python?

Through research question 1, the goal is to identify how those behind Python
and various frameworks release different versions and for what reasons. This
will result in a deeper understanding of how this could impact the work of
developers that use the language and frameworks. Particularly on how this can
pose challenges within the process of ensuring longevity through keeping up with
different version releases of Python itself and frameworks. These questions can
be answered through literature and Python/framework documentation - study

RQ2: What do the behaviors and stances look like from Python de-
velopers in regard to updating versions of Python and their used
frameworks?

The ultimate goal of research question 2 is to identify concrete update behaviors
and stances on the state of Python and frameworks in general and their update
release strategies. The answers to this research question can be informed through
the process of conducting a survey with Python developers. This in turn also
offers the opportunity to compare the findings to the existing studies on this
topic, and highlight results for specific frameworks.

1.4 Scientific and practical contribution

Because of the descriptive nature of the proposed research, the resulting the-
sis will contribute to understanding the current state of Python and framework
version update strategies and what impact that has on the way that develop-
ers react to these strategies, if at all. This subject domain touches on aspects
that can both be of interest to programmers inside and outside of the Scientific
landscape.

2 Related literature

When it comes to Python and Framework documentation, as well as specific
adjacent research done on the proposed topic for this thesis project, a number
of them can be highlighted.

In terms of Python and frameworks in general, Python [6], Django [7] and
Flask [8] for instance all respectively provide documentation on the history of
different versions/releases, and in the case of the frameworks, offer information
on the history of releases and which are compatible with which Python version(s).
The latter is predominantly done through change logs or release notes, as is
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also shown in [8]. On top of this documentation style of resources from the
developers behind the language and frameworks, there are also publications by
outside parties such as with [9], which provides a book facilitating an in-depth
overview, along with code snippets, on the differences and compatibility aspects
between Python versions 2 and 3.

When it comes to publications that are more focused on the developer point
of view, there are also various research efforts to be found. For instance, [10]
highlights the willingness from app developers to fully transition from python 2
compatibility to Python 3 through quantitative analysis of app update pass rates
in different Python versions. Additionally, there are also publications dedicated
to finding solutions for transitions from Python 2 to 3, for instance through
code conversion using machine translation [11]. Publications with this kind of
goal are also present through presenting general tips and methods, such as this
publication from the Python developers team [12]. In terms of the frameworks,
there is already research done comparing Django and Flask, as is for instance
shown in [13,14], where the benefits and shortcomings of each of the two are
highlighted. In terms of the theme of longevity, a study like [15] highlights the
evolutions of various Python framework APIs while also taking compatibility
issues into account.

Ultimately, there are also many frameworks that can possibly be included. As
described in [13], the kinds of frameworks can be separated into three categories:
Full stack, Micro and Asynchronous. The main difference between full stack
and micro frameworks is that full stack provides tools and components for the
entire development process, while micro frameworks have less of those tools and
components available. These micro frameworks therefore require for more code
to be written, which could in turn pose different challenges in the transitioning
process from one version to the next. Asynchronous frameworks are a more
recent trend, which are similar to micro frameworks but allow for handling many
concurrent processes and connections.

2.1 Security vulnerabilities, standards and regulations

As was already briefly mentioned in section 1.2 , the topic of security is also
synonymous with the concept of version histories in programming, especially in
relation to web development. This importance is highlighted by for instance reg-
ulations related to data protection through the General Data Protection Regula-
tion established by the European Union [35]. The Open Worldwide Application
Security Project (OWASP) is a notable foundation that proposes standards for
keeping applications secure. Through the annually conducted community survey
by OWASP for 2021 [37], one of the most prominent issues that were highlighted
was the concept of Vulnerable and Outdated Components. This was therefore
also documented in the official OWASP Application Security Verification Stan-
dard [36]. As seen in the block quote of this section, the recommendations include
that components and tools are up to date. Furthermore, it also mentions the im-
portance of the reliability and integrity of third-party components, depending
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partially on whether or not they are maintained over time. Anything that re-
quires maintenance over time also come with updates that need to be kept in
check and managed.

Block quote 1
In the application Security Verification Standard section V14.2, titled
Dependency [36] a number of important rules are established:

• Verify that all components are up to date, preferably using a
dependency checker during build or compile time.

• Verify that all unneeded features, documentation, sample
applications and configurations are removed.

• Verify that if application assets, such as JavaScript libraries, CSS
or web fonts, are hosted externally on a Content Delivery Network
(CDN) or external provider, Subresource Integrity (SRI) is used to
validate the integrity of the asset.

• Verify that third party components come from pre-defined, trusted
and continually maintained repositories.

• Verify that a Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) is maintained of
all third party libraries in use.

• Verify that the attack surface is reduced by sandboxing or
encapsulating third party libraries to expose only the required
behaviour into the application.

The first rule stated in the quoted section of the Security Verification stan-
dard also includes the mentioning of dependency checkers. This and other tools
also play an important part in checking for - and automating- the update process
for dependencies used. Pip and its dependency resolution tool [38] are for in-
stance recommended and a standard part of a Python installation and help with
detecting and installing the best compatible versions of certain packages used
in a project. Popular development platform GitHub recommends their own tool
named ”dependabot” [39], which scans project repositories consisting of many
diferent programming languages including Python, in order to detect which used
dependencies require updates in order to maintain compatibility.

A further takeaway from the OWASP top 10 overview (A06) [37] is that,
despite the presence of these tools, there is still plenty of reliance on a pro-active
stance from developers to use these tools in a timely fashion and frequently test
for compatibility of versions, old or new. OWASP for instance further recommend
the continuous inventory of used versions for frameworks and dependencies, and
subscriptions to emails and other online notification methods in order to be
alerted of recently discovered security vulnerabilities found in dependencies used
in a project.
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3 Research strategies and methods

The proposed research can be categorized to have both qualitative and quan-
titative elements. The qualitative data collection that will be used to answer
the proposed research questions are through an elaborate documentation and
literature study as well as a survey that highlights the version update stances
and behaviors of respondent Python developers.

In order to more broadly analyze the roll-out histories of different versions,
the goal for this research is to analyze Python frameworks from multiple cat-
egories, namely Full stack frameworks and Micro frameworks. The focus will
be put on Frameworks that have been available for a longer period of time,
and therefore allow for analyzing version histories and projects that have been
around to have compatibility for many Python versions, including the big tran-
sition from Python 2 to 3. Since Asynchronous Frameworks have been a recent
trend, they do not cover this larger period of deployment and compatibility his-
tory with different Python versions, and will therefore not be analyzed for this
research.

Full stack frameworks:

• Django [16]
• Pyramid [17]

Micro framework:

• Flask [8]

Django, Flask and Pyramid were chosen as they are all Python frameworks for
web development. Furthermore, they have been amongst the most used frame-
works in recent years [28,29]. They also all have been around long enough to have
gone through periods where it was used for Python 2 only, during its transition
to Python 3, and during more recent years where they are fully migrated over
to just Python 3 compatibility.

Ultimately, the method will more concretely consists of the following parts:

• Evaluating version rollout plans of Python, over a set period of 10 years.
• Evaluating version rollout for the chosen frameworks over the same period
of time.

• Evaluating the speed with which the parties behind the chosen frameworks
pushed for compatibility updates.

• Conduct a survey with developers who have experience with working with
Python and frameworks, Thereby making efforts to document their stances
on upgrading their work to be compatible with newer Python versions.
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Fig. 1: The Python version release cycle, as officially published by Python [6].

4 RQ1 - The roll out of new Python and Framework
versions

4.1 Python version update strategy

Since 2008, there have been as many as 15 different minor Python version re-
leases. With each release having its own cycles of time in which that version is
supported before it reaches ”end-of-life” status, which essentially indicates how
long a version is subject to change through for instance bug and security-fixes
[6]. Figure 1 highlights the release cycle of different Python versions, as officially
published by Python. As is stated in more detail in official Python documen-
tation found on their websites [18]. These kinds of changes, are referred to as
either ”minor” or ”micro”, where minor changes include fixed features that have
been on an in-development list, and are included in an annual update push for
a particular major version, while micro changes are maintenance-focused, and
get pushed in monthly updates. To illustrate; The Python release cycle overview
only indicates the major (i.e. version 2 or version 3) and minor (i.e. version
x.6 or x.7) levels of a release. However, in between those releases, there have
also been pushes for updates on a micro-level which are for instance referred to
as 2.6.1 , thereby highlighting the use of a ”Major.Minor.Micro” nomenclature.
When analyzing the Python release cycle overview, it therefore shows that there
is roughly one year between each minor release. Furthermore, it showcases that
most of those minor releases have an eventual life-span of roughly five years
before they reach end-of-life status, with the exception of versions —2.7 , 3.0
and 3.1—. These Python versions in particular are the last minor release of the
major version Python 2 and the early minor releases of major version Python 3
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respectively. This transition from one major version to the next can be looked
at in more detail to highlight what significant changes have been made and by
extension, how this can impact the releases of Python frameworks, and the work
of developers in general that use them.

4.2 The transition from Python 2 to 3

As stated in section 4.1 , the lifespan of a Python version before it reaches end-
of-life status is roughly five years. The only big exception to this trend has been
the particular version Python 2.7, which ended up being supported for roughly
9 years before it reached its end-of-life. This can be seen in figure 1 as well.
This means that there were multiple Python 3 versions already available for
developers to use during the time that python 2 was still supported. As a result,
developers were faced with the option to either completely transition to Python
3.x and thereby abandon Python 2 completely, or to make their coding work
compatible with both version until version two permanently reached end-of-life
status at the start of 2020. The earlier mentioned book by Nanjekye [9] about
the compatibility during the transition from Python 2 to 3 highlights the major
aspects that developers had to keep track of when transitioning to Python 3 and
making their projects functional for Python 2 users. To summarize, the high
profile major changes made by Python with its transition to version 3.x come
down to syntax, the deletion or altering in behavior of some built-in functions
and its method of encoding characters.

For instance the simplest syntax change made for Python 3 was the use of
”print”, which in Python 2 was a statement, while in Python 3 it was made into
a function, and therefore uses parentheses:

Python 2:

print "This is a syntax example"

Python 3:

print ("This is a syntax example")

In terms of character encoding, Python 2 used the ASCII standard by default,
while this was changed to UNICODE in Python 3. Nanjekye also highlights that
this was beneficial since UNICODE supports more linguistic deiversity compared
to ASCII.

An example of a change in built-in functions can be highlighted in the use of the
”range()” function. In python 2, this function included a standard ”range()” to
generate a sequence of numbers temporarily stored in a list and an ”xrange()”
variant which allows to create the sequence as a generator object. In python
3, the ”xrange()” function was removed and the standard function ”range()” is
now the only one in use, and operates in the same way that ”xrange()” did in
Python 2.
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4.3 Python version release frequency

Fig. 2: Python update release frequency

In order to analyze the compatibility updates over-time for the chosen Frame-
works in conjunction with different minor Python versions, its is valuable to
first look at the release frequency. Figure 2 showcases the minor Python versions
released over a period roughly ten years (late 2012 to Summer 2023) and the
number of days in between the next version release. For example, Python 3.4
was released 533 days after Python 3.3 while version 3.5 was ultimately released
546 days after 3.4 and so forth, up until the most current Python release 3.11
which was released 385 days after its preceding minor version release. This data
corresponds with the dates that were officially published by Python [6]. It can
be observed that since the introduction of version 3.7 , The number of days it
takes to release a new minor Python versions has been consistently shortened
to be closer to a year (365 days) whereas before that release, the number of
days were closer to a year and a half (547 days). The publicly shared Python
Enhancement Proposals (PEP) index [19], serves as an official historical text
record of version changes and release cycle details. The shortened time-span
between releases was not something that was introduced out of the blue, but
was communicated through a PEP post [20]. Though an exact reasoning for
this release strategy change is not given, Python shows transparency when these
changes are made, to facilitate that developers can read up on this if they wish
to. In response, Python frameworks have to adapt in order for them to be com-
patible with these newly released Python versions, but this costs time. This will
be explored in more detail in sections 4.4 to 4.6 .
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4.4 Framework compatibility - Django

Fig. 3: Django update release frequency

Figure 3 showcases the different Django releases in the same manner as Figure 2,
of which the dates were taken from the official Django release history documen-
tation [21]. Over the course of Early 2013 to Summer of 2023, Django released 16
minor version updates. As stated in Django’s release process documentation [22],
from version 2.0 onward, the Semantic Versioning [23] nomenclature was adopted
and modified. This Semantic versioning follows the same ”Major.Minor.Micro”
structure as used by Python. The modification that Django made was of partic-
ular importance for Long-Term Support version releases (LTS). Django clarifies
that in order to better showcase compatibility for developers, the version release
after an LTS release would be bumped to the next ”dot zero” release. This is
visible in the plotted data showcased in figure 3 as well, with the jumps from 2.2
to 3.0 and 3.2 to 4.0 . Thereby, versions 2.2 and 3.2 serve as LTS releases that
maintain compatibility with versions 3.x and 4.x respectively. It can further be
observed that, not unlike what was found in Figure 2, also Django eventually
moved towards a roughly streamlined time gaps in between new minor version
releases. In the case of Django, this starts with the release of version 1.9 , for
which it is stated in [22] that a roughly 8 month time-frame (around 243 days)
is used for feature updates. When investigating further into Django reports on
their release strategy earlier in the framework’s development process, it can be
found in [24] that the current release process of roughly 8 months, used to be
more flexible around the time of releases closer to Django versions 1.0 to 1.5.
Django stated at the time that the release process was for around 9 months or
more, depending on the quantity of work that was required for a new minor ver-
sion release. This means that Django eventually became stricter on their release
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process and shifted to the 8 month time-frame. Further clarification on why the
8 month strategy in particular is being used by Django is not given. It is thereby
also not clarified in any Django documentation if this is in any way related to
the release strategy for new Python versions or not.

Fig. 4: Django-Python compatibility updates

From the information provided in the Django version release history docu-
mentation [21], a plot was also made (going over the same time-frame as Figure
3), displayed in figure 4, highlighting the different Django version that first in-
troduced compatibility with a new minor Python release, as well as the number
of days it took to push out the Django update. For example, Django 1.7 was
the first Django release to support compatibility with Python 3.4 and the time
difference in days between the release date for that Python version and that
subsequent Django compatibility update release date was 170 days. The various
Django versions displayed on the x-axis, highlight that the Python compatibility
updates that are released by the Framework, do not always coincide with their
8-month minor version update schedule highlighted in Figure 3, with the excep-
tions of versions 1.7, 1.9 and 1.11 . Most Python compatibility updates from
Django over the past 10 years, are thus released during patch updates such as
1.11.17 and 2.2.8 . When comparing these results to the overall Django version
release strategy highlighted in Figure 3, it becomes clear that Django indeed
does not specifically aim to push for for the Python compatibility updates to
coincide with their own 8 month minor version release schedule.
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4.5 Framework compatibility - Pyramid

Fig. 5: Pyramid update release frequency

Figure 5 shows, in the same manner as Figures 2 and 3, the gap of time (in
number of days) between minor Pyramid releases. This too, goes over the same
period of time from 2013 to 2023 and was taken from the official version history
documentation published by Pyramid [25]. A first observation is that over the
analyzed time-period, Pyramid released a total of 8 minor releases. This is a
substantially lower tally compared to Django which saw twice as many minor
update releases within a similar time-frame. When comparing the 8 points in the
figure 5, it can be observed that the line is far from flat, indicating that the time
intervals between these minor update releases were not pushed in a particular
predetermined and structural manner, in the way that Django and Python have
done. For example, it took 635 days to transition from Pyramid 1.5 to 1.6, while
the release of Pyramid 1.7 came substantially faster, with a time-gap of 137 days.

In a similar way to what was shown for Django in figure 4, Pyramid also does
not push for Python compatibility updates to coincide with minor or major ver-
sion releases for the framework. Across the analyzed time-period, the Python
compatibility updates are similarly inconsistent, ranging from a fast 2 day time
difference between the release of Python 3.6 and the compatibility update Pyra-
mid 1.8a1, to a 482 day difference between the release date of Python 3.10 and
Pyramid 2.0.1 . The substantial inconsistencies present in the last four bars in
Figure 6 are not entirely unrelated however. It can be observed that Pyramid
versions 2.0a0 and and 2.01 both served as Python compatibility updates for
two different python versions at the same time. When referring back to the plot
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in Figure 2, it can for instance be observed that there were 385 days between
the release of Python 3.10 and 3.11 . As a result of pushing for compatibility
of the two Python versions in one Pyramid version release, it comes relatively
shortly after the release of Python 3.11 and relatively long after the releases of
3.10, as the latter version was skipped in a potential earlier compatibility release.
A final observation and comparison to Python and Django is the difference in
versioning semantics. In contrast to the earlier mentioned Semantic Versioning
[23] used by Python and Django, Pyramid opts for its own semantics. Particu-
larly noteworthy with Pyramid’s approach is the use for letters for their patch
releases, such as 1.10a1 which is visible in figure 6 and can be seen used more
extensively throughout the Pyramid version history documentation [25].

Fig. 6: Pyramid-Python compatibility updates
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4.6 Framework compatibility - Flask

Fig. 7: Flask update release frequency

When it comes to the release frequency from Flask [26], it can be observed
from the plotted time gaps between releases shown in figure 7 that there is
no structured or predetermined release process for the framework, as the line
is far from flat. When researching further documentation for Flask other than
the version history, there was indeed no published material on release strategies
for minor and or major updates for the framework like Django and Python for
instance have been doing. By extension, there was therefore also no clear effort
documented by Flask about potentially taking the standardized Python release
strategy in mind when pushing for Flask updates.

The extremes in time-gaps shown in figure 7 range from 1081 days in between
minor version releases for Flask 0.10 and 0.11, to just 126 days in between the
releases for Flask 2.1.0 to 2.2.0 . This substantial gap of 1081 days is especially
noteworthy. When looking at the Flask version releases around the time those
two updates were released, in the change history documentation [26], there was
only one small patch (Flask 0.10.1) released the day after 0.10 came out. After
that, there were no new changes introduced to the framework until well over
three years later.

When it comes to Flask and Python compatibility, a different approach had
to be taken which resulted in a different bar plot in figure 8, compared to the
Python compatibility plots in figures 6 and 4.
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Fig. 8: Flask-Python end of compatibility updates

In contrast to the version history documentation published by Django and
Pyramid, Flask does not actually specify what version releases introduce com-
patibility with new Python versions. The documentation does however specify
for certain releases when it drops support for a specific Python release. In terms
of actual compatibility with different Python versions, the instruction that Flask
gives on their download page [27] highlight that it is recommended to use the
latest Python version and that, as of June 2023, Python 3.8 and higher are com-
patible. This indicates that at least the latest four different minor Python releases
are compatible with the framework at the same time, excluding pre-releases.

Because of this different approach by Flask, figure 8 was plotted using the
aforementioned data and was compared to the End-of-Life (EOL) dates from
different Python versions as opposed to the release dates of these versions. Just
like the previous figures, the time span from early 2013 to summer 2023 was used.
To give an example, the Flask documentation highlighted that Flask 1.1.0 would
drop support for Python 3.4 . The first bar in the plot therefore showcases the
time-gap in days between the EOL date for Python 3.4 and the aforementioned
Flask release that would drop support for this Python version. In the case of
this example, Flask 1.1.0 was released 108 days after the EOL date of Python
3.4. Particularly noteworthy is the bar for Flask version 2.3.0, which showcases a
time gap of -63 days. This indicates that the version of Flask dropped support for
Python 3.7 before it reached its EOL date. No further indication in the change
log for Flask 2.3.0 was given for the decision to drop the support for Python 3.7
that early.
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4.7 Practical examples: Outdated dependencies, version
requirements and vulnerabilities

Practical examples can be highlighted by analyzing projects that use Python and
one or more of the frameworks relevant to this research. One example is an open-
source project shared on GitHub called Zappa, which is a tool that facilitates
server-less web hosting of Python applications [41]. Zappa added support for
Python 3.10, through an update released on May 16, 2023 [42]. When referring
back to figure 1, the initial release date for Python 3.10 was in October 2021. It
thereby took Zappa about 19 months to add support for that Python version. It
is to be noted that Zappa up until that point in its version history did support
Python version 3.8 and 3.9 which are still fully supported for security updates
by Python up until 2024 and 2025 respectively.

In the same Zappa update, a fix was highlighted for a problem concerning
a Django 4.2 support error. In this scenario shared on April 16 2023 [43], a de-
veloper was using Zappa together with his Django web application. The person
in question recently pushed for a Django update to version 4.2 after GitHub’s
dependabot highlighted security issues. It took 11 days for a Zappa patch to be
released regarding this issue [44], and another month for this patch to be high-
lighted in the version history documentation previously mentioned, published on
May 16, 2023.

In the case of Zappa in general, a pipfile is used for the project that con-
tains the recommended dependency version requirements [45]. This therefore
facilitates users to update to all the right dependency versions using the pip
installation and update tool. This file was updated just once in 2023, namely in
May. Before that, there were a total of three updates made to the requirements
in 2022, once in July and two times in October.

There can also be looked at an example of a vulnerability in Python that
required a necessary update to fix and how long it took to resolve such a security
issue. The example highlighted in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
under CVE-2023-24329 [46], showcases an issue that struck all Python versions
of 3.11.3 and earlier. This particular issue was found in the ”urllib.parse” Python
function that allowed attackers to bypass blocklisting methods, thereby injecting
potentially malicious changes to URLs. As can be seen in the blog post from the
person who originally found this issue [47], it was first discovered on 07/20/2022,
after submitting the issue to the Python security team, the issue was published to
the public github page, where people could test different solutions [48]. After the
solutions were officially approved by Python, the security update was included
in the release of Python 3.11.4 [49], which was released on 6/6/23, thus nearly
one year after the vulnerability was first discovered.
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5 RQ2 - Version update behavior and stances of Python
and Frameworks: Survey results

5.1 Survey introduction

In order to answer RQ2, a survey was conducted that captured the stances and
behaviors that the responding developers have and show on multiple aspects re-
lated to the topic of this Essay. The respondents were gathered over the course of
two separate rounds. The first round resulted in the bulk of the respondents who
were approached by sharing the survey on various general Python forums, which
resulted in 50 respondents. The second round found an extra 11 respondents by
sharing an online article containing the interim results of the first round, via
LinkedIn. The contents of the survey can be divided in multiple facets.

Firstly, respondents were asked about their behavior regarding keeping up
with new version releases for Python and where possible, also their most used
framework. More specifically, their behavior here refers to manually keeping
track of new Python and framework version releases through looking up change
logs and other documentation related to version updates. Secondly, respondents
were asked about the actual frequency with which they generally update their
Python and framework versions. Their given options ranged from ”at least once
a year” to ”every 3 years of more”. Thirdly, there was specifically asked about
which frameworks were predominantly used by the respondents. This resulted in
the possibility to not just gather result data regarding the more general use of
frameworks such as with the aforementioned two facets of the survey, but also
to highlight specific frameworks such as Django and Flask. Fourthly, the survey
also consisted of multiple open questions related to the predominant reasons for
why the respondents decide to update their Python and/or framework versions.
Additionally they were given the option to elaborate on a specific question re-
garding the major transitions from Python 2 to Python 3. Lastly, specific to
the second round of the survey, the decision was made to also add more general
questions that would result in opinions regarding the state of Python and of the
respondent’s most used framework. This was predominantly done to make po-
tentially meaningful comparisons with existing survey research from both within
the Python domain, such as JetBrain’s annual Python developer’s survey [28,29]
and outside of the Python domain, such as the State of JavaScript survey [30].

The remaining subsections of section 5 will go over the results for these
facets of the survey individually. It is also important to note that the data set
of the survey results is linked in the Appendix section of this essay. Various
results that will be discussed in these subsections use proportions and percent-
ages for the plots. This decision was made due to the fact that not every single
one of the 61 respondents also had experience with frameworks, and therefore
were able to skip over the Framework related questions in the survey. See the
percentages of respondents who had experience with a framework in figure 9.
By using proportions and percentages, meaningful comparisons between various
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questions related to Python and Frameworks could be made without the impact
of the discrepancies in total number of responses for between the Python- and
Framework-related questions.

Fig. 9: Nr. of respondents with framework experience

5.2 Staying up-to-date with new Python and framework versions

As mentioned in section 5.1, the first facet of the survey asked the respondents
how likely they are to actively research the specific changes that are made right
after a new version of Python or their preferred framework is released.

Question Python:

Python annually pushes for a new version release (i.e. Python 3.10

to version 3.11). How likely are you to keep up with the annual

releases and changes made for these newly released Python versions?

Question Framework:

If you work (or have worked) with Python frameworks. How likely

are/were you to keep up the specific changes made in a new version

of the framework(s) right after its release?

The results of these two questions can be seen in figure 10. The proportions of
responses for the ”definitely not” and ”(probably) no” options are shown on the
negative (left) side of the x-axis, while the proportions of responses for ”(prob-
ably) yes” and ”definitely yes’ are shown on the positive (right) side. Figure 9
shows, that roughly 3.3% voted for ”definitely not”, 8.2% for ”(probably) no”,
44.2% for ”(probably) yes” and 21.3% for ”definitely yes”, in the case of Python.
For frameworks, the results were 2.2% , 43.5% , 30.4% and 8.7% respectively.
Additionally, there was also an intermediate option, not displayed in Figure 9,
for ”might or might not” which got 22.9% for Python and 15.2% for frameworks.
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These results highlight, in the case of python, that a majority of roughly
65.5% (44.2 + 21.3) say that they do keep up with changes made to Python right
after a new version release. On the other side, with frameworks, the majority
fell on the negative side with roughly 45.7% (2.2 + 43.5). Noteworthy is also
that, with 21.3%, respondents showed a pronounced likelihood of researching a
new Python release by voting for ”definitely yes”. This is a portion more than
twice as big as the same option for frameworks, with its 8.7%. Furthermore,
the big portion of ”(probably) no” voters of 43.5% also sticks out, illustrating
that the respondents to the survey are less likely to research changes made in
new framework version releases. Though, at the same time, it must also be noted
that the 45.7% majority split to the negative side for Frameworks, is closer to an
equal split, with the positive side adding up to a portion of 39.1% (30.4 + 8.7).
In contrast, the split for Python was starker at 11.5% negative to 65.5% positive.
It is to be noted that the remaining missing percentages for both Python and
Frameworks that would add everything up to 100 percent respectively, are the
remaining respondents who voted to be neutral on the matter.

Fig. 10: Staying up-to-date with new Python and framework version

5.3 Upgrade frequency Python and frameworks

The second facet highlighted in section 5.1 is the update frequency of the respon-
dents. two separate general questions were asked, once again, for both Python
and Frameworks.
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Question Python:

Released Python versions tend to be supported for about 5 years

before they reach "end-of-life" status and no more updates can

be pushed for them.

How long do you tend to stick to working in one particular version

of Python before you consider updating to a new version? For instance,

your set version as your Python interpreter in your Integrated

Development Environment (IDE)?

Question Framework:

How long do you tend to stick to one version of your used framework(s)

before considering updating to a newer released version?

Fig. 11: Update frequency responses for Python and Frameworks in percentages

The results are displayed in Figure 11. From observation, it can be noted
for both Python and frameworks, are most frequently updated at least once a
year. In the case of frameworks specifically, this is more than half of the respon-
dents with 56.5%. The options for ”once every 2 years” and ”once every 3 years
or more” were subsequently chosen increasingly less often by the respondents.
Though, it can be said that the proportions of Python responses for ”once a
year” and ”once every two years” are relatively close. When looking back at the
update release frequency from Python, shown earlier in figure 2, one observation
was that Python pushes for minor version updates within a year or a year-and-
a-half of the previous preceding release. With the fact that respondents to the
survey say that they predominantly update to a new Python version within a
year or 2 years, it can be argued that this is connected to the aforementioned
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update strategy by Python to get a new minor release out within a year-and-a-
half. The results in figure 11 can further be compared through an existing study
such as [31]. This empirical study from 2020 included an analysis of the update
delay of libraries used in Java projects. This part of the study showed that the
vast majority of their analyzed java projects updated to a newer library release
version within half a year. It further highlights that, not unlike the results in
Figure 11, the higher the number of days of update delay, the lower the number
of project instances became, resulting in a similar down-going trend.

5.4 Framework-specific responses

Other
11,1%

OpenAPI
6,7%

Pyramid
4,4%

Flask
40,0%

AIOHTTP
4,4%
Dash
2,2%

Django
31,1%

(a) Figure 12A: Survey responses for this research

Other
3,5%

OpenAPI
17,4%

Pyramid
0,9%

Flask
34,8%

Tornado
2,6%

Web2Py
2,6%

Django
33,9%

(b) Fig 12B: JetBrains Developer ecosystem survey 22 [29]

Figure 12A shows the various python frameworks that the survey respondents
had experience with. Flask and Django were by far given as the most popular
frameworks, with 40% and 31.1% respectively. Out of the 20 total options given
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for different frameworks, only 6 unique ones were being used within the group of
survey respondents. Aside from the clear outliers with Flask and Django, Open
API was given as the runner-up for most used framework, with 6.7%.

As was already briefly mentioned in section 5.1, The survey results for this
research can draw parallels to the JetBrains Python developer’s and ecosystem
survey results that are published annually [28,29] (shown in figure 12B). To start,
both in 2021 and 2022, Flask Django and OpenAPI were given as the top-3 most
used frameworks. This top 3 is also reflected in the survey results for this re-
search. An argument that JetBrains makes in the results for their 2022 survey
[29], is that OpenAPI, as a newer more modern web development framework,
has been on the rise for a number of years now. As a competitor to Flask and
Django, those two have been on a slow decline in recent years, which might thus
be connected to the rise in popularity of FastAPI. It also becomes clear from the
JetBrain survey results, that for multiple years in a row, the most popular use of
Python and its frameworks has been web development. Out of all the 6 unique
entries for different frameworks shown in figure 12A, five of them are also web
development frameworks, with one response for Dash being the only exception.
Beyond the JetBrains surveys, popular online community platform Stack Over-
flow also conducts its annual developer survey. In its 2022 survey results [34],
only three Python frameworks made it into the top-list under the ”Frameworks
and Technology” category, which was gathered from all programming languages
tagged on their website. Just as the results shown in figures 12A and B, those
three were also shown to be Django, Flask and FastAPI.

There can also be looked at the distribution of the results to the used frame-
works within the pool of survey respondents. Through calculating the Gini co-
efficient [32], more can be shown about the distribution (in)equality of the re-
sponded used frameworks. The Gini coefficient is most commonly used to cal-
culate the (in)equality of income within a population, but can also be used for
other arrays of data, as for instance shown in [33]. The Gini coefficient was cal-
culated by taking the SUMPRODUCT of the calculated array of fractions in
column 3 of the table. As explained in [32], a Gini coefficient can be between 0
(maximum equality) and 1 (maximum inequality). As shown in the table, the
Gini coefficient for the responded used frameworks resulted in 0.28 .
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Framework Nr. of respondents Fraction of total
AIOHTTP 2 ≈ 0.04
Dash 1 ≈ 0.02
Django 14 ≈ 0.31
Flask 18 ≈ 0.40
Pyramid 2 ≈ 0.04
OpenAI 3 ≈ 0.07
Other 5 ≈ 0.11

Total = 45 G ≈ 0.28

Figure 13 showcases the fractions of respondents who voted for whether or
not they keep up with changes made in new framework releases. Figure 14 high-
lights how often the respondents update their used framework. It can further be
observed that, as a result of many survey respondents using very few distinct
frameworks, most of these distinct entries simply showcase singular peaks for
one of the three update frequency options. For instance, AIOHTTP and Dash
both were given by 1 unique survey respondent each.

When it comes to comparing Django and Flask, which were chosen the most
often by the respondents, some things are also worth noting. In figure 13, Flask
is shown to be largely on the negative left side, meaning that the majority of
the Flask users within the survey respondents do not tend to keep up with the
changes made when a new Flask version is released. On the other hand, the
majority of Django users tend to do keep up with new changes made in new
releases. From the results highlighted in sections 4.4 and 4.6, it became clear
that Django has been implementing a distinctly planned out release schedule
and publishes change logs for each of those new releases. Flask on the other hand
is shown to be less transparent, especially in regards to Python compatibility,
where they simply recommend users to use the most recent three Python releases.
Perhaps these different aspects between Django and Flask also contribute to this
behavior shown in Figure 13. In terms of update frequency, its further shows in
figure 14 that most respondents tend to update their Flask or Django at least
once a year, with a declining trend for ”once every 2 years” and ”once every 3
years or more”.
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Fig. 13: Keeping up with new framework releases

Fig. 14: Update frequency behavior per framework
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5.5 Comparisons to State of JS

It was already stated in section 5.1, that the second round of this survey research
also contained questions posed in a similar way to the State of JS survey [30].
The questions and results showcased in Figures 15 were posed in an identical
way to that of the StateofJS survey, and respondents were given the same 5
options ranging from ”disagree strongly” to ”agree strongly”. In the case of the
questions for this survey research, two specific questions were posed.

Q1: In general, do you think that Python as a programming

language is moving in the right direction?

Q2: Do you think that building applications in Python is overly

complex right now?

The results in figure 15 showcase that there were no respondents that disagreed
with the statement that Python as a programming language is moving in the
right direction (Q1). Subsequently, respondents were either neutral on the mat-
ter or agreed. When compared to the StateofJS results, it can be noted that
these results were largely reflected in a similar manner. For instance in the re-
sults for 2022 [30], the majority of the votes went to ”agree” with 57%, while
most remaining votes went for either ”agree strongly” or neutral with around
18% each. The StateofJS survey results do however also show a small percent-
age of respondents (3.8%) who disagree with the statement that JavaScript is
headed in the right direction. The results shown for Q2 illustrate that survey
respondents either disagree or are neutral on the subject of building applications
in Python being overly complex. One survey entry did however chose to agree
on the sentiment that it is overly complex. The results for the StateofJS survey
showcase a striking, near equal split on ”agree” and ”disagree” on this topic. At
least from the pool of responses gathered for the survey of this thesis research,
that kind of dichotomy in stances is not present for Python.

Q1: Python

Q1:StateOfJS

Q2:Python

Q2:StateOfJS

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Disagree strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Agree strongly

Fig. 15: StateOfJS inspired questions [30]
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6 Discussion

6.1 Research complications and limitations

In terms of complications and limitations of this research, a number of aspects
can be highlighted.

Firstly, the results shown in figure 8, as also described in its section, shows
different content compared to that of figures 4 and 6 because Flask did not
specifically highlight any specific release dates for Python compatibility updates,
but only specified when they dropped specific Python version support. As a
result, more direct comparisons with figures 4 and 6 could therefore not be
made. When it comes to the survey, the number of respondents ended up at
a total of 61 developers over the course of two rounds of survey sharing. The
decision was made for the second round, to also add more questions that more
specifically tie to previous survey studies such as the Python Developer’s Survey
and the JetBrains Java Script survey research. Subsequently only the portion
of respondents of the second round were able to answer those questions, which
ended up at 11 responses of the total of 61.

Efforts were made for the first round of the survey to more specifically tar-
get users of distinct different possible frameworks, but compared to the general
Python forums where the survey could be shared without any issues, this proved
to not be possible for more specific forums such as for Django. This was mainly
because those forums were specifically focused on programming-specific problem
sharing and solving within that community. Consequently, efforts to share the
survey and introduce this research were taken off those forums.

6.2 Further research recommendations

There are a number of directions in which further research on the topic of this
essay can go in. Firstly, a similar research can be repeated for different program-
ming languages. If these languages do not have frameworks available, there can
also be looked at dedicated libraries and packages when it comes to compati-
bility updates in response to major or minor language updates. When it comes
to the release strategies in particular, one can choose to focus on the level of
transparency that these different languages show. Especially in terms of elabo-
rate documentation for a set update release strategy that users can rely on and
proper elaboration when changes to these strategies are made. On top of that,
compatibility when it comes to frameworks, libraries and package updates can
be analyzed in a similar manner when it comes to transparency.

One can also choose to distinctly focus on one Python framework, where a
detailed research can be conducted on the exact contents of the change logs of
different version releases. Thereby, update release cycles and stances from users
can be evaluated on a more programming-technical level.

Finally, a repeat study of the one described in this essay can also be con-
ducted, with lessons learned, as described in section 6.1, taken into account.
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7 Conclusion

7.1 Research question 1

For research question 1, an analysis was done of the update release cycles and
strategies from Python, Django, Flask and Pyramid. From the figures showcas-
ing the time gaps between different version releases, it can be concluded that
Python and Django have been conducting specific release strategies resulting in
similar time gaps between releases, which results in relatively flat lines in figures
2 and 3. On top of this, they showed clear transparency into the specifics of
these strategies through documentation. In contrast, the results for the release
cycles/strategies for Pyramid and Flask showed far from flat trend lines in fig-
ures 5 and 7. From the documentation and change log evaluation, it became
clear that the two frameworks do not conduct any kind of set release strategy
in the same way that those behind Python and Django do, thereby resulting
in these, at times extreme and inconsistent, time gaps between minor version
releases. Research question 1 was further answered through analyzing the speed
with which the chosen three frameworks pushed for compatibility updates in re-
sponse to new Python version releases. Django was found to become faster over
the years, with their compatibility updates, as highlighted in figure 4. A con-
tributing factor to this was found to be their shift to push for these compatibility
updates during patch releases instead of at end of minor version release cycles,
which last up to 8 months. Pyramid showed particularly stark ups and downs in
its compatibility release speed (figure 4). It was found that this is the result of
an apparent strategy to push for compatibility updates for two Python versions
at once. As a result, the compatibility updates come relatively soon after the
most recent Python release, while the Python release prior to the most recent
one, is shown to have been incompatible for a much longer time, resulting in
peaks as high as 482 days. Finally, there was the separate case of Flask, which in
contrast to Django and Pyramid, only highlighted in their documentation and
change logs when a new version release would drop support for a certain Python
version. From figure 8, it can be concluded that Flask does not have a specific
strategy in place for how long they take to drop compatibility from a End-Of-
Life Python version. Based on these findings, it can also be concluded that Clear
strategies and transparency as shown by Python and Django in particular would
therefore be a recommended style of approach.

7.2 Research question 2

The second research question was answered through conducting a survey about
Python developers and their version update behaviors and stances for Python
itself and available frameworks. The survey got a total of 61 responses over the
course of two rounds. The first round added up to 50 responses and the second
round with an additional 11. Of the total of 61 respondents, 46 of them had
shown to have experience with Python frameworks. In terms of keeping up-to-
date on the changes made for new Python and framework releases (figure 10),
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multiple conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, the results show that for Python, the
majority of 65.5% say they do keep up with these changes. For the frameworks,
the responses were in a slight majority to the negative side, but was ultimately
closer to an equal split, thereby showing that the respondents do not show an
overwhelmingly dominating update behavior for frameworks, within the pool of
survey responses. For both the frameworks (46.2%) and Python itself (56.5%),
those majority percentages of respondents choose to update their Python version
at least once a year. Options for once every two years or once every 3 years
or more were shown to be increasingly less common amongst the respondents.
When it comes to the framework-specific responses, Flask (40%) and Django
(31.1%) were overwhelmingly chosen to be the most commonly used Python
frameworks amongst the survey respondents, while a relatively new framework
such as OpenAI (6.7%) came out to be the runner-up. It can be concluded
that these results were in line with other survey studies conducted on Python
frameworks such as [28,29]. In terms of the split of different Python frameworks
shown in figure 12, the Gini coefficient was calculated and resulted in a score of
roughly 0.28, as shown in the table in section 5.4. With the gini coefficient being
between 0 (complete equality in distribution) and 1 (complete inequality), a score
of 0.28 gives further statistical indication that the distribution of the different
used frameworks by the survey respondents does not lean towards complete
inequality. While, Flask and Django make up for approximately 71% of the
responses, the other remaining frameworks are still divided over a remaining
29%. When looking at how likely the respondents are to keep up with new
changes made for their chosen Frameworks, a number of thing can be concluded.
Because many votes went to few frameworks (Django and Flask predominantly),
the results showcased a wider range of chosen options. the majority of the Django
users within the survey pool of respondents, chose that they do mostly keep up
with the changes made between new version releases, while for Flask, users were
shown to be less observant of changes. There is to be noted with this discrepancy,
that it was found in section 4.4 that Django maintains is strict release cycle
where updates are therefore pushed around the same time each year, which
allows Django users to prepare to update and keep track of changes around
the same time each year, whereas Flask users do not have such consistency to
rely on with new version releases. The update frequency from the respondents
showcased with Django and Flask especially, a largely consistent result with the
results of Python and Frameworks in general, with most people updating once a
year, with increasingly less people opting for 2 or 3 years (or more). The results
for the questions related to the state of Python were analyzed and compared
to the StateOfJS survey results. From this, it can be concluded that, both the
results for Python and Java Script showed that the majority of respondents
are happy with the general direction of the two languages. When it came to
the question whether or not developers find it difficult to make applications in
their respective languages, the StateOfJS results showed a striking divide, while
the majority of Python respondents showed to be happy or neutral with the
application development difficulty for their used language.
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8 Appendix

8.1 A

Full spreadsheet with anonymous survey responses and tables used for the figures
throughout the research are found here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/
d/1tw4Q30L0SPXix6V5hFMyn9LH64tQvtp4zs3NwsJve1A/edit?usp=sharing

8.2 B

The full overview of survey questions can be found here: https://forms.gle/
qstVaBPNt8RDeiz39

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tw4Q30L0SPXix6V5hFMyn9LH64tQvtp4zs3NwsJve1A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tw4Q30L0SPXix6V5hFMyn9LH64tQvtp4zs3NwsJve1A/edit?usp=sharing
https://forms.gle/qstVaBPNt8RDeiz39
https://forms.gle/qstVaBPNt8RDeiz39

